The History of the Christmas Dinner – Editing Task
in moden times, the christmas dinnar is sumthing that families across
britain hav enjoy for years Howevr, familys have not allways ate turkey
and all the trimmings wiv mince pies; in the past it woz only the rich
that could aford the nicer foods
during medieval times (500AD – 1500AD) the rich wud eet goose and a
bird called woodcock poor pepel couldn’t afford to eat goose as it was
a day’s wages on rare occasions if teh rich people got the cing’s
permission they were allowed to eat swan sometimes, the rich ate deer
and the poor would eat the parts that were left, like the hart ears and
even their brains
by the time that queen victoria came to reign, chicken and turkey were
stil expensive people in the north actualy ate beef whilst the people in
the south still ate gouse The poor would often ate rabit as it was cheep
at the end of her reign more people ate turkey the turkeys now came
from norfolk rather than america so they were cheeper the turkies made
their journay from norfolk around october time but they became skinny
aftar all the walking They would then need fattening up again, ready
for christmas
during the two world wars, food was rationed and pepel had to eat
chicken az turkey was not available if there was no chicken people had
to make do with food that was easy to get, lyke mutton (sheep) or
rabbit treets like choclot and sweets were also rationed

Editing Challenge
1. Circle 24 missing capital letters in blue.
2. Mark 14 missing full stops in red.
3. Underline 30 spelling mistakes in green.
4. Mark 2 missing exclamation marks in yellow.
5. Underline 3 incorrect verb tenses in purple.
6. Mark 7 missing commas in grey.
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The History of the Christmas Dinner – Editing Task
In modern times, the Christmas dinner is something that families across
Britain have enjoyed for years. However, families have not always
eaten turkey and all the trimmings with mince pies; in the past, it was
only the rich that could afford the nicer foods.
During medieval times (500AD – 1500AD), the rich would eat goose
and a bird called woodcock. Poor people couldn’t afford to eat goose as
it was a day’s wages. On rare occasions, if the rich people got the
king’s permission, they were allowed to eat swan. Sometimes, the rich
ate deer and the poor would eat the parts that were left, like the heart,
ears and even their brains!
By the time that Queen Victoria came to reign, chicken and turkey
were still expensive. People in the north actually ate beef whilst the
people in the south still ate goose. The poor would often eat rabbit as it
was cheap. At the end of her reign, more people ate turkey. The turkeys
now came from Norfolk rather than America so they were cheaper. The
turkeys made their journey from Norfolk around October time but they
became skinny after all the walking. They would then need fattening
up again, ready for Christmas!
During the two World Wars, food was rationed and people had to eat
chicken as turkey was not available. If there was no chicken, people
had to make do with food that was easy to get, like mutton (sheep) or
rabbit. Treats like chocolate and sweets were also rationed.

Editing Challenge
1. Circle 24 missing capital letters in blue.
2. Mark 14 missing full stops in red.
3. Underline 30 spelling mistakes in green.
4. Mark 2 missing exclamation marks in yellow.
5. Underline 3 incorrect verb tenses in purple.
6. Mark 7 missing commas in grey.
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